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18 to-:- 20:
year olds
to register

Rizzini announces
open meeting for
rec. f~cility -update
By Bill Winter
The second Open Meeting of the
academic year, called by President
William Rizzini to discuss- issues
"critical to the future well being of
the institution" has been tentatively
scheduled for Friday. February 22,
at 12 noon in the Bayroom.
Highlighting the discussion will be
updates by Rizzini on · financing
plans for the proposed recreational
.facility. a report on the college's
long range goals, and a discussion
about state aid to RWC.
Also slated !'or the meeting are
reports on the possible sale or lease
of the Ka iser aluminum factory, the
latest figures on enrollment, and an
update on the Dean of the Collegr
search.
Ri zzini has said he may make . a
defin ite statement about the Board
of Trustee's efforts to obtain fundin g for the planned recreational
facility. tentatively scheduled to be
built by .1981-82. Possible methods
of financing being expl~~ed by the
Trustees
include bank loans
and tax-free bonds . . Registrar
Bart Schiavo is ·
scheduled to report' on the progress
of the All-College -Council's attempts to draw up long range goals
for the school.
!he discussion part of the. meeting·
will center around . the question of
state aid to the college. Rizzini said
he is hoping for feedback about how
dependent the college snould
be on state aid--and how bound the
school will be to the state if it accepts aid.
All facets of the college c'ommunity- -students,
faculty,
adm1111stration. and staff--are en:
couraged by Rizzini to attend the
Open Meeting. "It is an attempt to

By. David Levin

communicate in a very personal
way," he said.
"The issues that are discussed are
planned like a state of the college
presentation," Rizzini added. "Out
of these meetings have come certain
mandates that have helped RWC." .

\(
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Rizzini said if .there is any change
in the Open Meeting plans, the
college community will be informed
in advance:

LISTEN UP--Men's basketball coach Charles .Crawford tries to rally
the team during .t heir recent lo~s to Franklin Pierce College. The men's
Hawks are 4-15, but the women's Hawks have racked up an Impressive
11-4 record. See stories on page 8.
·

.MOTe than half of R We students
oppose re-institution .of the draft
By Rich Gluck
and Mike McCord
Male and temale students at RWC
seem to be in agr~ement about their
opposition to the registration for the
draft. with over 50 percent of both
sexes expressing the opinion they
would rather not be forced to serve
in the military.
Of the men interviewed, 54 percent
were against registration, 40 percent
wen: in · favor, six percent had no
opinion,
·
·' ~
The women were slightly more
opposed as a group to military
registration with 58 percent opposed , 32 percent in agreement and
I 0 percent undecided.
Most or' the men cited "selfpre.s ervation" as their reason for
being opposed to the draft. One
senior industrial engineering major
stated. "I. don't. want to· get killed.
It's not right for the government to
force me to go. It's a violation of my
right~."
·
An RA said, ;,l believe the lJSA is

LaBonta and Stephenson
appointed as new senators··
By Jane Scott
Because of recent resignations ·
from the RWC Student' Senate, two
runners-up from the last senate
election, Matt LaBonta and Wendy
Stepheuson. have been added to the
Senate roster.
L"'Bonta and Stephenson are
replacing Don Uhlig, who resigned
last semester, and_Carlos Tosta who
ju.st resi!Uled his post last week.
Tosta cited "academics" as his
reason for _leaving the Senate, while
MATT LABONTA--Planning to adding. "I plan to remain involved
work . on communications between with the committee working on the .
the senate and the students since construction of the new gym."
student input keeps the senate from
Both LaBonta and Stephenson feel
getting 'stagnant'.
contideqt about their appointments
to the Senate.
LaBonta said, ·
".Before last semester I was a
sen.a tor for two years, and since then
I have been helping out the senate in
a ny way possible."
During the past semester LaBonta
was the financial director fo r the
Stud ent Senate social committee.
"Among other things. I plan to
remain active on the social committee," he said .
"The main thing I pliln to
work on." LaBonta continued . "is
communications between the se~ate
and the students -- of which I think
WENDY
STEPHENSON-there is a lac-k."
Confident that she can do a good job
Cc"Jntinued on Page 2
as a senator, and make the 'right'
decision.
•

a free country and I'm not free if 1 who can't hack school or are too lazy
to work. all in for a free ride. If we
have to go."
Another student offered, ''I'm enlist everyone for two years each,
against college kids and married we will be ready for those commies.
After all, every man owes four years
people going to war. They should
draft
everyone
under
25 to his country." ·'
Most other male students who
yea.rs-old who's not educated and
not married. Why should we suffer?" agreed with the idea of the draft did
A senior said'. "I:m graduating
soon and I won't have a shelter
any more and I don't want to 'go to
war."
Ocher students were against not
only the draft. bu·t war in any form.
A freshman marine biology major said, ''I'm a pacifist. I am morally
against war and violence ."
An accounting major said, "!
' .
don 't believe in killing." However,
one optomistic student suggested so because. they believed in a means
that. "all people should lay down ~f protecting the country. As one'
treshman said,
"We should be
our arms and live in peace. "
prepared."
Many male students agree with one
A junior philosophy major added;
sophomore when he said, " I don't
"It's
a time of international crisis.
think it's necessary at this point."
Surprisingly. out of all the students .. If we don't draft. we may not be·
who were against the draft, only four ready if something big happens."
Of the 50 females sui-Veyed -declared they would ''refuse to ·go.''
t~males
who for the first time in
Among the 40 percent of the males
who were in favor of the rein- history might be drafted -- 58
stitution of registratio n, the1r belief percent were against the rein~
that the present volunteer army just statement of the registration.
Many ~f the women interviewed
isn't affective enough caused them
agreed with the words of one freshto stand behind the draft..
"I've seen the way the army works man, "·! don't think that anyone
·
by wafchihg '60 Minutes'," one should have to go !o war."
A junior said, "People shouldn;tbe
freshman said. "And if we ever
went to war with a volunteer arm y fbrced to fight. Patriots sh.ouldn't
be forced to kill."
we would get our asses blown off."
Many more females" than males
Another freshman said, "Right
Continued on Page-3
now the army is crap; derelicts ; kids
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There now appears to be an excellent chance that all RWC
students below the age of 20~-and a.
lesser chance that RWC female
students--may be forced to register
for the draft sometime during the
summer.
President Carter recently proposed
that men and women aged 19 and 20
register for military service.
However, White House officials s~-id
while Ca:ter will sign an executive
order next week requiring you ng
men to register for the draft, he
needs congressional approval for his
plan to include women.
In explaining his decision to include women in the program, Carter
said,
"There is no distinction
possible, on the basis of ability or
perforn1ance, that would allow me
to exclude- women from an
obligation to register ...
Carter cited his actiQn as "a
recognition of the reality that both
women and men are wbrking
members of our society."
However, some White House afdes
are now suggesting that e".en if such
a meas1ne pertaining to women was
approved, Carter would seek only
the registration of women--not the
actual drafting of them.
Now it seems evident that Carter
decided to seek authority_to register
women for the draft only after
determining that the chances for
passage of such legislatio·n through
Congress is highly unlikely:
~ ·The pay-off for all of this effort on
the President's part is that by
allowing Congress to defeat the
proposal , Carter .can avoid
alienating some supporters of the ·
Equal Rights Amendment. Such
, S.l!pporters w'ill be appeased by this
effoti to recognize their belief that
any dr_aft must include both men
and women, in C~rter' s opinion.
Under Carter's plans, registration
would be accomplished, by having all
people aged 19 and 20 go to a local
pos.t office and fill out a form giving
their .name, address, date of birth
and Social Security number.
This bulk of information would
then be fed into government
.computers. Under the c-urrent plan,
there would be no draft cards,
classifications
or
medica l
Continued on Page 6
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.Feeding the machines
_
By Kimberly Tinkham
Each day, uncounted numbers of quarters, dimes and
nickles . are transfered from students' pockets and
purses mto the more than the three dozen vending
~
c
·
machines on campus.
- And according to Director of-the Student Union P~ter
DiSarro. this huge amount of pocket change not only
provides students with coffee, soft driqks, and candy, .
but also valuable additional services students may not
·
be aware of.
Lyn.ch Vend~ng -- the. company responsible for all
vendmg machmes and electronic games a-t RWC -·has
donated several " special" interns for students ' use':'"'
Among these ~re the television in the Rat, i{nd new pool
cues. A possible future donation is a new TV for the
Uiunge area near the Senate office.
According to DiSarro, who is responsib.le for obtaining the services of a vending company, Lynch does a
job he is happy with.
Continued on Page 6
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No solution to dormitory students'

comp/(lints about cold showers..,
.
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the temperature we do .control."
something that I've noticed for
By Jane Scott
years."
Adams explained that the water
Although many students in the old
"Brtstol is - one of the lowest
dorm are complaining their showers temperature was not deliberately
are colder than tpey have ever been, lowered and is not a step taken by pressure areas I know" Adams
An average water
RWC Chief Engineer Al Adams the Energy Conservation Com- continued.
pressure is SO pounds. Bristol sets
says, "We have not turned down the mittee.
"I monitor the water temperature their water pressure at 30" pounds,
water temperature or pressure, this
is a problem that happens every and volume down at the boiler and that sometimes falls as low as 20
room," Adams said. , "Monday at pounds during peak times."
semester."
Low pressure and water temEver since returning from January 6: 15 am there were 500 gallons in
convacation, students in the various the new dorm's tank at 168 degrees. . perature, therefore, are
units have been complaining about At 8:15 a.m. the volume was way tinuous problem , only to be avoided
the "freezing showers every mor- down and the temperature was 100 •- but not solved -- by using th~
showers when there is a lesser
ning', . as one student in Unit 7 !put it. degrees. It 'takes half an hour for
demand on the precious hot water.
"The water comes out slow and not the volume and temperature to rise
For, as one studertt did poir.t out,
hot enough, making it kind of hard again."
"The
water is fine during the
to force yourself to step into that
"Th is shows ·that excessive evening."
icy water first thing ..,in the moram·ounts of water are being. used
Adams, who -- in his position as
ning," another resident sated.
during the early hours of the morChief Engineer -- is also responsible
Adams said, "The pressure is not
ning." Adams explained.
"The
something we have control over, the problem with the water pressure is · for heating, ventilation, plumbing
and electricity at the school, poi11ted
town of Bristol regulates t~at. But
out changes that have taken place in1
the heating for the dormitories.
"Recently," Adams said,
"the
man who controls the heat in the
dorms -- Vice-President Robert
· McKenna -- said it was too hot down
there and told me to turn down the
heat."·
directory is · p~blished, repaving the
By BID Winter
McKenna instructed Adams to
road int& the' campus, installing a reduce the temperature in the dorms
The Student Senate recently drew
up an ambitious list of goals they bike rack by the Stude~t Cen.ter, to 66 degrees. "Right no\}';" said
would like to accomplish--ranging getting lights put up by the dirt Adams, "it costs the school $200 per
from organizing student support parking lot, and setting up a picnic student per semester to heat the
against efforts to raise the drinking area ·behind the Student Center with dorms" according to a report put
age and reinstate registration for the picnic tables and grills.
out by McKenna's office.
Other projects to be done include
draft, to an examination of various
"The whole object of this conmaintaining a satisfactory bus. servation project is to try__to reduce
campus services.
Highlighting the meeting were schedule for the Bristol Motor that cost," Adams pointed out.
votes against the raising of the Lodge, tuning the pianos on "We are having no problem
drinking age in Rhode Island and campus, constrµcting a Senate acquiring the oil to heat the school,
the reinstatement of registration for informat_ion board' by the Senate · but the price is going up every two to
office, getting a mailbox constructed three weeks."
the draft.
open letter to the student in or by the Student Center, gelting
In
Noticing the possibility that the
body ,(see page 4) Senate President the flag in front of the water pressure . in . some of the
Steve . Fusco explained the Senate Administration Building hung at showers is different than in others,
does not think raising the drinking half mast for the hostages in Iran, · Adams said, "This may be due to
age will solve the alcohol problem, and dismantling all the · 1ounge flaws in the plumbing or the
·
rooms in both dorms.
· but will just change the location.
. mechanisn:is of the shower them> - - - -MA. '-Cahtm\ttee w.as set up to begin
selves.
circulating a petition and to ' urge
students to write letters to legislators
asking them to vote against raising
the drinking age.
Another committee is being
organized to act against the -reinstitution of draft registration; which
President Jimmy Carter has stated
continued from page"l
he favors. The committee plans to
itnpressioi:i l got was tnat there are
invite guest speakers to the campus ' Stephenson, a first-time senator, too many separate committees in the
to discuss both sides of the issue, said, "I feel confident that I can do Senate. Right now we've got people
and also' plans to urge students to · a good job and make a decision on eight or nine committees.
whic\1 doesn't There's only so much one person
share their opinions on the matter that's right
with
t~eir
v.arious
state necessarily mean that it will agree can do."
with my own personal feelings -- but
congressmen.
."As a group the Sefiate should
Committees were aJso organized to means that it will be the right try to set our goals high, but not too
examine the bursars office, the decision for the majority of the high,'' Stephenson said. "Climbing
registrars office, and the admissions students I am supposed to be Mt. Everest is ridiculous.''
office. The senators involved plan to representing."
"We're a good organir.ation,"
check with other colleges and find
As one of her goals on the Senate, Stephenson added. "I really think
what services they provide through Stephenson said, "l plan to work to that we can do some important
the bursar and registrar offices, and get the numbers on the doors in the things."
perhaps ma~e recommendations at Science ' Business building changed
Both of the nt...v senators spoke out
· thi.s sclmol to improve service and so people can find their classes.
in favor cif the recent stand taken by
reduce student complaints.
· Right now it's really hard to find
the Senate to oppose the draft-.
More immediate problems that • SB 124 when all the rooms say SM."
Stephenson said, "I · think our
statement against the draft is imindividual senators expressed a
"I have only been in one Senate
portant, because the senate should
desire to tackle included tiaving all meeting so far this semester,"
dorm windows caulked, making Stephenson said, "but one first · . be a group that the student body can
look up to.
But, that's hard
sure a student phone number
sometimes.''
"There are several steps to be
·taken in working on anti. registration," LaBonta said. "First
we will be informing the students
and finding out how they feel._ Then'
we will m'ake our opinion known to
shut. The lounge door on the floors the school and to the state of Rhode
By Kimberly Tinkham
will be · the responsibility of both Island."
Starting
two weeks ago, and
•.
sides of the floor.
running. until the end of May, the
Stephenson said, "I don't think
Judging of the contest will be done students get out and talk enough. ··
Energy Conservation Committee
at ra,n dom intervals by a !hey're too ready to sit in their
and the Student Services office will
representative of the Student rooms.'"
be sponsoring a conservation
Services onice. Individual rooms
contest in an effort_to cut down on
"I think we need to find some way
will only be checked if the door is · to get in touch with..the students,"
the college's energy costs.
The winning floor or unit will · open and someone is inside.
Stephen.son continued. "At the very
Point tallies will be posted weekly least we should list our numbers
receive a steamship round and
for all the units and floors on a chart somewhere in case · ~tudents have
• champagne di'n ner in the Bayroom
in the cafeteria.
any gripes or would like to contact
at the end of th,e conte~t.
The contest is the brainchild of one of us. '1
The scoring for the contest is as
Student Senator Gretchen Ebelt and
"I would like to see more students
follows: 10 points for keeping lights
Director of Student Service William at our meetings," LaBonta said. I ~
off during tJ:te day; 10 points for
think it gets stagnant when it's just
keeping lounge and room windows , O' Connell. ·
Ebelt said," The reason for the senators."
closed, and 20 points for keeping ·
contest was to remind students to
"We can represent the students
tloor and hall doors shut.
conserve. Saving energy can be like just so far." LaBonta added. "We
Each side of the floors is intaking a bitter pill, and th~ contest . need them to come to us and tell us
dependantly responsible for keeping
is like a sugar coati11g over the pill." what they think."
the lights shut off and the hall doors

Free ·C starts·today
Three "Free C" courses will be hol_ding their first meetings today
and Saturday to any members of the RWC community interested in
taking the free, non-credit classes.
·
Tonight at 6 pm in the Bayroom, Bridge for Beginners, taught by
Mary White Oates, will be offered for up to 16 people. The course will
consist of -one hour of instruction, followed by one hour of playing
time.
Also tonight, in CL 119 at 7:30 pm, Joshua Stein will"be offering
N·aked Eye Astronomy. Students will learn about star patterns
constellations, phases of the moon, and special phenomon.
Qn Feb. 16, W. De-Wolf Fulton will be otlenng - Uutdoorsmanship at 10 am in SB 121. The course will include rock
climbing, backpacking, camping, and first aid. Class limit is 10-12 ·
people.

a

·Editorial positions available
.

Any students interested in applying for the positions of News or
Administrative Editor of the Quill should contact the Quill office
(x2200) before Friday.

Senate opposes registration
·and rai~ed drinking age

Scholarship forms ready
' Applications are now being accepted for the RWC Faculty ··
Association Scholarship. There are two $400 scholarships awarded.
annually by the Association.
Application forms may be picked up at the Financial Aid office in
the administration building or from Paul Langello in SB 111 . The
deadline for all applications is May 1, 1980

WROG position open

-

WR0G will be holding elections for the position of Business
Mgr., Feb. 15. Any students who are interested should call the radio
:. sta_iion at 255-2288, or stop by the WROG's main office, located in
the New Dorm, first floor north.
Other positions open at WROG are Sales Manager, Sports Director,
· Sales Staff, News Writers, and Disc Jockeys.

an

Summer Co-op's available

LaBonta and Stephenson
appointed as new senators

~

Several summer cooperativ·e education positions are available for
RWC students majoring in law, business and engineering.
According to Fran Katzanek, Director of' Co-op. a number of
business positions are available for this summer and next falL
'Recruiters will be at RWC sometime in March. Students inte~ested
should set up interview appointments as soon as -possible.
Law Enforcement summer co-op program interviews will be conducted on Feb. 26, and there are several engineering _assignments with
the Dept. of the Navy. Anyone interested in having a interview should
contact Kenneth Osborne, in the Co-op office.
Feb. 28 at 3 pm in the Bay room, the Cooperative Education staff ·
will speak out about various other summer employment .
opportunities available for RWC students.
.

Door-To-Door

Food Deliver

Pizza
Cookies
Grinders
Milk
Donuts

delivered on campus
Sun. thru Wed.

Pizza orders call 31 09

/

Conservation contest gets
underway in both dorms

SWIM WEIGHTLIFT BASKETBALL
'
VOL~EYBALL, SAUNA, R.AQUETBALL
2nd SEMESTER R.W.C. STUDENTS
$20.00thru MAY 31, 1980
448 HOPE ST· 253-5400

ALSO:SCUBA, AEROBK DANCE.JUDO

,,

~
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Temporary solution 'to,
soiled water at Nike
By Dawn Schauer
Problems with foul-smelling water
at the North Camyus have apparently been resolved--temporarily,
at least--with the installation of new
water tilters that have silenced
student
complaints.
Faulty underground pipes are .
being blamed as the cause of th~ 1
discolored. sulfur-smelling water
that has been bothering Nike
students for more than four months.

The pipes were not replaced last
semester because of the high cost-estimated at $100,000 , by the
Physical Plant--of digging up the
frozen ground.
"North Campus students first
brought the problem of "Brown
water" to the attention of their·
resident assistants last semester;
-'~'
. ..... . . . .
although the administration has
---· ------- .
'
·been aware of the inferior w~ter at
.
the old Nike base for a number of
' -.. . .
.
years.
"The problem was that the filters
"We couldn't drink it or wash our
needed to be changed more. <:>ften," ·
'
clothes, and it was pretty hard to
said
Physical
Plant Director
I
I
'141' ""'•'-'- ~t1"1'et
.f'.P.l!l.l/MVl>.,._j \,t>i01.11'.
t
I· ,•.
.•. "'"'..,"" .,. '"
William Nott. "We will be changing · take a shower, too," said one
> I 11·•• -."'~ "•"·
·ri.11:: P.Ji,.1' OPoA.
H••~~
""'
•to·
'l'a.•i.C!:t
them more frequently."
student.
flO'°'!?. !tlll.61b.11'"::> 4P\,\,.f.t.E.
30·.10· n.k.b
1 •• ,,,. ..
· ~161'01..
!'l\:\OOf. 't!>l.b.\.>C>
Housing Director Barbara Love
The RAs informed the Housing
r...........~-< ~••.• in ~-- b..,.. • "'-··
Department .of the problem, who in
admitted the changing of filters, is
,....... .
·~.: , . , 1V>o
only a temporary solution, and said
turn . referred it to the Physical
Plant. Because of the high cost of
tJ:ie . pipes will be dug up and
replacing the pipes at that time, the
replaced over the summer months.
'
Physical Plant reported there was
·
little they could do.
Conseque.ntly, anger at the
Director of the Student Center Peter DiSarro is . Once the bids are received, DiSarr.o said he will make
Administration's lack of action
currently
waiting for student feedback on the proposed the final decision on which company will get the
mounted at the 'North Campus.
redecoration of the Rath~keller--the cost of which could contract, and on the final decorating decision.
·Resident Assistants Mike Numec
run as high as $7 ,000.
·
DiSarro said it will take six to eight weeks from the
Af the Student Publication Board and Steve Richardeilli took samples
, DiSarro has already received one bid from the time the order is placed for the furniture to arrive and
of
the
water.
with
sed.iment
clinging
of Directors' meeting last Friday,
Paraqiount Fountain and Restaurant Supply Corp., be installed, so students should not expect ariy changes
both Quill Editor-In-Chief William! -to the bottom of the test tubes, to
and is waiting for anoth~r two bids to come in before in the Rat until perhaps the third week in April.
Holl.sing,.
Office,
who
passed
the
Winter and News Editor Kimberly
decidjn~ which company will get the contract. A Before, making finafdecisioQs on how:the Rat "'.ill be i
Newton - resigned from · their them on to the Administrtion.
February l8 1deadline !has been set by DiSarro for the .. redecorated, DiSarro said he is hoping for more.student
The
problem
was
fjnally
tackled.
positions effective today.
bids.
·
input. He said he is especially interested in hearing
over the January intersession:
Before nine of the 13-member: Students returned to the North ·
The bids will be based on a preliminary floor plan for what students think about the · drawn floor pla!ls.
board, Winter resigned . due to
the redesigned Rat, which calls for 13 barroom seats to DiSarro can be reached in his office on the ,$econd
Campus this semester to find a
"academic reasons," and Newton memo from Dean of Students Karen
be set up along the walls, new booths, and 10 new table floor in the Student Center.
''
·
and .chair sets.
resigned because of time comHaskell. It explained the filters had ·
mitments with her resident assistant. been changed, and although the
position.
solution was temporary, the water
It is expected that at tommorrow's was drinkable.
Board meeting -- in a5cordance witi!
The students were also offered the
the Quill Organizational Charter -- opportunity to get a room on .
Jane Scott will be appointed Editor- campus or at Almeida if t.hey were
in-Chief.
Scott is currently the .still not satisfied with the water.
Administrative Editor of the Quill.
However. Love reports that no
Retlecting on his job as Quill students have requested a transfer.
The Central Committee for
not
.experiencing
According .to. Spears," "There is a
a
late
Editor, Winter said, "I believe that
"They like the fraternity atduring the past semester, the Quill mosphere and the conveniences of a. Conscientious Objectors has an- very real possibility that Congress crystallization .o f beliefs.
nounced that they are regisjering will pass a bill, after the 1980
"They (CCCO) are a verJ· organized
has
set
a
standard
of k.itcheti arid color teJevision," she
individuals who are opposed to elections, requiring the m andatory group.
They know a statement
professionalism that I am ~onfident said.
participation in the military.
registration of young people with macte at this time would carry a lot
will continue in the future."
One student at the North Campus · Larry Spears, director of CCCO's Selective Service. Young Americans of weight. If the draft is reinBefore leaving, Newton said "I am said, "The water's fine now. We all
Youth and" Conscientious Objection should start thinking about whether sfifoted and a young man can prove
proud of our 30-member staff.
have single rooms here and we're
Campaign, says "The need for they could participate in the he went on record in a time when he
· Without them, RWC wouldn't have very comfortable. Why should we
young people to go on record as military."
. was· not in danger of going to war,
had such a high-quality newspaper."
1
want to leave now?"
conscientious objectors to war has
Spears say that CCCO has already then -it might have some influence
never been grt:ater than it is today."
on-his board."
·
·
registered several thousand young
people through its . conscientious
"The usefulness of this card," says
SPEEDY SERVICE
objection card. "These cards are
Spears, "is that it provides a record
avai!able fro111 CCCO, P.O. Box . of an individual's oppQsition to war
155796. Philadelphia, PA 19103.
and the military. Under current
Continued from Page 1
Females were more determined in They simply state 'Because of my
Selective Service regulations, an
were . against the draft because ot
their opposition to the registration beliefs about war, I am opposed to
individual who is called up for active
moral or religious reasons. _One
K. L. O. Typewriter Service
than men.
They offered such participation in the military."'
duty will have only 10 days to put
ComnletP ond · Professionoi Work
- such student said, "It's against my
comments as, "The draft is no
According to Betty Alexander, a
together his or her CO c,laim. Tj:tis
religious beliefs. Going to war won't
good. I'd move to Canada."
Nationally elected spokesperson in · CO card will help demonstrate to
( 40 I ) 688-8582
do anyone any good."
Thirty-two percent of those females
W ashirigton, the cards could carry a the military the thousands of young
after 6:00 p.m.
"I don"t believe in war at all. It is
surveyed were for the draft. One lot of weight in convincing a draft
people who will not serve in the
~
\.\'t·d.< ·n<b .invt 11n1 ·"
unnecessary," were the words of an · administration of justice major
board
of
an
objector's
sincerity.
"It
military
even ifthe nation returns to
accounti_ng major.
And another summed up many of the comments
the draft."
sounds like a rational approach,"
~~IMA:ms.
student added simply, "I'm not for.
by saying,
"We have to do
she said. "It shows the applicant is .
I hate it. I won't go."
something. Everyone is running
over us and we have to do
something. " •
Several patriotic females voiced
"their opinions. For instance, as o_ne ·
. freshman said, "War is wrong, but
without the draft we're. going to get
5hafted. We will let the world know
By Dawn Schauer
to solve present and future
that we_are not going to sit around
At Almeida's hour-long gnpe probiems. '
and we'll have a proud America."
session on Jan. 31, residents
According to administrators all of
"We ~an't just sit aroun~ and let complained enough about faulty . the gripes presented at the session
Russia take over,". was the feeling of securit y, thermometer locks
will be solved shortly. O'Connell
one law major.
.and missing furniture tha't a said "The apartments that complain
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Feedback wanted-on Rat plans

Quill editors
resign today

Conscientious objectors
could avoid draft by registering .

~

-

Students opposed to draft

Almeida.grievance comm.
formed due to complaints-

Ilvana's Boutique

has the look !
10 % Discount with student l.D.
Fantastic. savings on winter stock_
Shetland Fair Isle Sweater
Excellent selection of Designer
Jeans
BRIGHTEN.
YOUR SPRING OUTLOOK!

-AR-MY &-NA-vv-suRPLUs~- ~--~ =ci-,,-~,,
262 Thames St., Newport 847-3073

~

Army Fatigue Pants - "P" Coats .- Dickie Pants
Farmer Jeans : Levi Jeans - Levi Cords

. .CONVERSE SNEAKERS
DUNHAM BOOTS::- HERMAN BOOTS '
Sweatshirts
- Rain Parkas
··
.........•...
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. Wild, Weird, Unusu-al &.. Interesting
PEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

j

A tew females , although they were
for the draft, had their own
suggestions for running it. For
instanc!;:, a freshman marine biology
major suggested a draft "only for
people over 20 years-old. · The·
president t.h!.nks that 18-20 yearolds have no goals, but if they take
people in that age bracket they will
come back with no education and no
jobs and have to start all over again.
However, if they take people over 20,
· they will have something to come
back to."
Another freshman said, "If they
are going to raise the adult 11ge in
one way (drinking) they ~ciuld raise
it all ways."
And a business major said, "I'm
for the draft, but I d.o n't want the
wo~ld to go to war."

grievance committ~e was formed to
handle future problet11s. .
Twenty students who attended the
meeting coinplaine9 to administrators that locked thermostats
were ineffective In some apartments
due to poor insulation, poor lighting
and faulty locking devices were
security problems, furniture was
missing from many apartments, and
the.re were not enough ·parking
spa'. ces.
During the meeting the administrators present, Director of
Student
Services
William
O'Connell, Vice President Robert
McKenna, Housing Directors Peter
Sherman and
Barbara Love,
Physical Plant Director William
Nott, Chief of Security Carl Wilke '
and Almeida Night Manager Paul
Nalette, formed the grievance
committt:e out of interested students

of bad insulation will be examined,
and some attempt will be made to
better insulate those that warrant it.
However, complete insulation will
be a longer process."
- Any students needing desks have
been asked to come to the game
. room 1his morning from 9 am to
noon. Town House students who
don't have curtains were told
measurements would be taken of
their windows and either curtains
already in stock will be installed or
new ones would be purchased.
Parking complaints· have -been
referred to the college parking
committee .
Members of the grievance committee are O'Connell , Love, Steve
· Turano, · Jeff Cathcart, Bonnie
Cla k, Roger Carroll, Larry /Beck
and John. Mount.
I
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~Opinions~
· ~~~~
•

EDITORIAL
Let's be serious
Ahh ... thank goodness.
Once .again .the student body can' rest easy...for
once. ag~in_ information has come forth revealing
·the ad~inis_tration is still waging its ceaseless.
battle -to insure that not a single penny ,of the
students' hard · earned tuition money will be
wasted.
. The issue at hand, apparently, is whether or not
the secretaries will be allowed to have a cup of
coffee • at their desks while they are work mg . .
It seems the administi:ation--eagle-eyed, moneysavers all--finally realized the enormous amount of .
work that was not getting done be_cause they were allowing secretaries to spend -uncountable hours
each day drinking gallons of coffee at theif desk~. ·
ThS!refore., affective last month, die ·. ad:ministration announced that except for during the·
two 15 minute coffeebreaks, which are guaranteed '
in the clerical union's contract, no secretaries will ,
.be allowed to have any food or drink at their desks. _
After all, pointed . out the administration, it
doesn't say in their contract they can drink coffee
at their desks, so we don't•have to let them.
The secreta~ies, naturally agoggle at the petty
vi-ndictiveness of the move, have filed ' a formal
grfevance procedure against the administration.
· It may seem un)lecessary even to point this out,
but there must be better ways for the ad. tffip.istration to be spending its time ·than
ttiinking up si11y rules to get revenge on the clerical
union.
It might also be pointed out that treating the
secretaries in such a smug, condescending way is .
hardly the proper way to insure m!J.ximum ·work
and good relations. Actually, the smartest thing to do is probably for
the administration to just say, "Forget the whole ·
thing," and then treat their secretaries to a cup of
coffee·.· .. at their desks.

Speak-Out!
The gauntlet has been thrown. President Carter
has announced 'he will te 7institute registration for
the draft, an9.everyone but the intentionally blind
will recognize 'this as the first step toward the
draft.
Unless all those affected by this move--20 _year
olds and under-·-and all those concerned about the
thr~at of war make their . feeiings immed.iately
known, -they will only hav~ themselves to blame .
when .the United State's saber-rattling -turns to .
open warfare.

I

Alme-ida gripes ·will be solved .
On Fepruary 7, the first meeting of . problems exist, placing them in
order of importance, and then
the Almeida Courts Grievance
deciding on the best way to deal with
Committee · was held between a
these problems as effectively an_d .
representative group o~ students
efficiently as possible.
from Almeida Courts and Bill O'
Connell.
The purpose of the
Such items discussed were desks
meeting was to point out some· of the
for Those who need them, insulation
. problems residents of Almeida are
for apartments in Qeed, lowering the
speed bumps , ' curtains for
having with their apartments, and
discuss possible .solutions . to these townhouses lacking them, and <loing
· prQblems.
something about the . parking
The ,Almeida Courts Grievance · problem at Almeida.
Committee is the result of a meeting
Action concerning the distijbution
held between the residents of
Commentary l)y
Almeida and administration during
which a- communications problem
Bonnie Clark
· between these two parties was .
recognized.
. of desks and getting insulation for
It was because of this breakdown.. · needy apartments was taken. On
many complaints residents voiced
Feb. 12 and 14, residents of Almeida
weren't getting to the proper people will be able to go to the pool, ask for
· and, ·as a result, nothing was bein£ a desk, receive the desk that day,
done about them.
. and sign up for insulation to be put
The · Almeida Grievance Com- in. A member of the committee
mittee was created to increase agreed to also be a representative of
communications between residents the Parking Committee to deal with
and administrators so complaints that problem. Bill O'Connell had
could be better dealt with.
already scheduled a meeting with a
-· The first meeting of the-Committee curtain-maker for the following day
mainly dealt with recognizing what to measure 'for curtains for those

townhouses lacking them. FinaHy,
another meeting was set up that
would include those administrators
involved with the decision to lower
the speed bumps.
In my opinion, this first meeting of
the Almeida Grievance Committee
was successful.
It let the administration know of the complaints
at Almeida so that something could
be done. It showed by some-of the
actions . taken that the" ad ministration ::: · is · · 'willing to help .
solve these problems.
.
~ But, it must be remembered that
the future success.of this committee
depends just as much on the support
of all Almeida residents as it does on
the administration. If residents
don't let the committee know when
they have a complaint, then the
committee can't act on it.
Therefore, .it is up to the residents
to do · their job by contacting ·
committee members ~hen they have a problem and keep after_them until
some course of action · is taken. If
this is done, ,niaybe then living at
Almeida will be enjoyable for
everyone.
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(Letters To The Editor.___
.Senate's stands
To the Editor:
I am writing this letter to the entire
student body, to inform them of .
recent · Student Senate actions on
two very important issues facing the ·
college community, the state of
Rhode Island, and the nation.
As you are well aware, the Rhode
Island state legislature is currently
considering a bill to raise the
drinking age. The Senate feels that
such a move would not be in the best ·
interest of RogerWilliams College.
We are circulating a petition among ·
the students and encouraging
everyone· to write to the legislators
· stating their opinions. .
We oppose the raising of the•
··drinking age for many reasons.
·Raising the drinking age will not
stop 18 and-or 19 year olds from
drinking; instead it will just change
the location where they drink.
At Roger Williams College this will
have the effect of moving - the
drinking out of the healthy atmosphere of the Rathskeller and
into the the dormitories. Enacting
this change during the mid-stream
of the semester (namely May 1,
1980) will have its own disastrous
results·. We feel that raising the
drinking age and splitting the
student body in half will greatly,
· ham~ the college community. ·
.
The second concer·n regards the reinstatement .of registration for the

draft. Our goal is to encourage the
President of the United States and
other politicians to consider other
alternatives to war by opposing the
registration.
We hope to accomplish this by inviting responsible
persons to campus to· talk about
both sides of the issue and once
again· encourage students to get .
involved by writing letters to their .
legislators stating their personal ·
opinion.
Two separate pieces of legislation
which embody .the. ideas presented
in this letter were passed on
February · 5, 1980 at a regular
meeting of the Roger Williams
College Student Senate.
We urge all students to contact the
Senate for more information about
what they can do to help in this
effort.
Respectfully; .
Steven Fusco
Stl\dent Senate President
'

Privacy
-invaded?

To the Editor:
I would like to commend Jane *
Scott on her article, "It does not
compute," printed fo the previous
It was .quite inQuill issue.
.formative and well written.
My ·question is, who gave Miss
Scott or anyone else on the Quill
. staff the authority to see my grades?
When she phoned for the survey I
didn't have to give her one number ;
she already had them .
ls this information always that easy
to get hold of?
Bill LeBlanc
R.A. 2North
Under the Fr,e edom ofInformation
Act, every student is given 'a form at
the beginning of each academic year
which he or she can fill out. The
form is designed for the protection
·of each student's personal information, including address, phone
number, grades, etc. Each student
is given the optibn of.filling out this
form and keeping the information
confidential.
In the case ofMr. LeBlanc, there is
no form on file requesting this
;njormation be kept confidentia,l.
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Predicting the 80's at RWC
decade in which student government
By Bill Winter
_
will play a ,greater role in the lives of
Although the new decade is but six
weelts old; various administrators, ·the students on campus.
"I think the Student Senate will be
faculty, and students have already
begun considering what the · takil}g more' of a leadership role in
matters affecting the students'
remaining nine years and 46 weeks
futures. They will have to take
of the 1980's will hold for RWC.
stands on issues--internal issues, but
Covering issues from student
also issues that effect them on ~
government to . faculty changes;
greater scale--on state and national
from the financial situation of small
issues," Fusco said.
colleges to unions; from student life
· To increase the Senate's influence ·
to the philosophy of the institution,
on campus, Fusco is Hoping for a
sevem members of the college
student member on the college's
community recently answered · the
question: What do the 80's hold for , Board of Trustees, and "more
representation on other college
RWC?
committees that carry clout."
\

can guarantee them jobs.when they
graduate.
Counseling
Service--"I
see
counseling services really supporting
career education on. one level-helping students discover what they
want to do. Yet, I see a need for
competent counselors because of the
l11ck of support from the family
unit," O'Connell said.
Student Activitles--O'Connell
suggests that in the 80's, the area of
student activities will turn in-.
creasingly toward the adult segment
of the student population, and
feature professional speakers about
careers . .. "We will have to put a lot
more thought into the -student
activities," O'Connell said. .
Finances
William Rizzinl, President
Atheletlcs--On tap for the school is
"I hope the college will be known
Robert McKenna, Vice President
a fieldhouse, not a gym, O'Connell
as an aggressive, forward looking
Despite an _ uncertain economic
said--one that could be used by
students, old or young.
institution which has lived up to its - future facing the whole country,
reputation -of . helping students
Vice President of the college Robert
Health Services--"There is a
achieve their stated goals,"
McKenna, said confidently, "I think
gre<1ter need to get the nurses out ot
President William Rizzini said
we will survive."
Health service and into the aparwhile looking forward to a decade of
-McKenna looks forward to a
tments and dorms,'.' O'Connell said,
great changes that the college will decade where the school's .biggest
"to talk about health education and
have to prepare students to cope
problems will be its "ability ' to
preventive health...
Residential Life--It is apartments,
with.
. compete with public colleges
"I think we have to prepare
because of.tuition costs. It is a
·not "dormitories, which will attract
students in the 80's, predicts
students to cope with the culture of problem now, and will be,come more
intense in the later half of fhe 80's.
O'Connell. "Dorm life is becoming
the '80's," he said, a culture where-he believes--the rights -of the in- )t will be tougher and tougher tu
increasingly unpopular," O'Connell
said, which is why Almeida was one
dividual will be more respected, ·convince students that a private
college is worth the extra money."
step in the right direction for the
Americans will learn to live with
less, . and ,a revolution- in comHowever, McKenna said he sees school. .
.
t0
t
d
Orientation- -"Orientation
of
•munications will take place.
ways
ge aroun the problems:
f"reshmen'· ·needs to · be more
To acl}ieve this goal, Rizzini sees
"We must offer mote and better
specl. aliz"ed'' " O'Connell sa1·d · To
the college getting more lab space,
programs."
more classroom space, more library
Along with changes in academia,
accomplish this, he suggested that
,
in future years freshmen may get
space; expanding the technical
McKenna ·also predicts physical
'
orientated in small groups over the
scien£es taught _at the co II ege, b.ut
ch~nges to the campus, including a
finished .recreational.facility, alimall
summer .instead of in (Jpe large
most of all., staying together as a
community.
apartment-tyl>e dorm on campus
group at the beginning of the acam, "I hope in ten years," he said, "the
and _a facility on the waterfront,
demic year.
.
.
·
· ·
t"ion
such as a dock and swi·mmi·ng platAll these changes, O'Connell said,
sta ff, an d ad m1mstra
faculty,
will work as closely and as well with
forms. •
·
will help the school move more into
the · area of adult education, and
students as they do now. I hope we
.
This combination · of academics - become a more special, college for
:~v::v~o:,:~~ caring for students 'and a' more attractive campus that ' the "typical student" --steps the
he sees in the future leads McKenna
institutfon must take to survive.
to predict, "I t_h ink we'll still be here
when a lot of other private colleges.
Academics
Student government don't surv.ive."
1

Steve Fusco, Senate President
President of the Student Senate
Steve Fusco, took~ forward to a

·Kaiser could
be demolished
The Kaiser Aluminum Factory,
which was donated to· the college
over two years ago, may be
demolished by a private con ·
struction company ifRWC \:an't sell
the site soon. _
The factory, which was zoned by
the town of Bristol as "industrial",
has been a lengthy burden for the
college. Over the years the ·college
has considered using it for classrooms and dormitories, as housing
for the elderlY: and last year they
announced that the· building was on
the auction block. ·
.
According to President William
Rizzini, the college has hired a
Newport-based realtor, J.W. Ricker
to sell the property.. "If we are
unable to sell the property, it is
possible the college may hire to have
the site demolished," he said. ·
"I'm anxious· for action,'.' Rizzini
said. "We would prefer to have a
buyer purchase the entire site, but if
someone only wanted the building in
part, that's fine too."
Rizzini said the college has had
over 12 inquiries and two offers .
The RWC Board of Trustees
formed an ad-hoc committee last
June to study marketing proposals
for the property. At that time the
• college. was considering developing
the site. but the Roard decided
against the move.
Earlier this year. when the college
sought a land use change in order_to
sell a portion of the property for
- construction of housing for the
elderly . the Bristol Town. Council
cJenied the request, and left the
land zoned industrial.

science, a five year archetectural students."
Schyler also sees the new computer
progra m with EPCD accreditation,
and para-legal studies.
Taking technology playing an increasingly
these new courses will be more adult important part in RWC education
_students, Wilde believes, saying that over the next' 10 years, and proposes.
the ' population of
"traditional that mini-computers will start being
phased into many different
students" has already peaked .
Other possible changes in the near · departments.
future for RWC, sugg-ests Wilde,
'could be the school closing down for
Unions
tWo months over January and
February to save energy; and
Stan
Jakobiak,
Dean
of
becoming an institution that is more Administrative Services
"world wis.e " and more aware. of
"We've got tough sledding in the
world problems--perhaps through 80's," Dean of Admin-istrative
visiting scholars.
Service Stan Jakobiak said . "We've
"The more the s.chool improves," . got to get together. And I think we
Wilde said." the better its chance will."
'
for survival."
Jakobiak admits that dealing with
the three unions on campus--who\
Faculty
contracts come up for renegotiation
every two years--will be a challenge
Phil Schyler, President of the in the 80's, but thinks the colle_ge
·Faculty Union.
can handle it. " All the unions seem
President of the Faculty Union Phil · to think about RWC." he said,
Schyler said that as students im- "They ·care about RWC. It would
· prove over the years because of be a pr9blem if they didn't care."
tightening
admissio.ns
poliC"ies · · Jackobiak sees some .simple steps
teachers are gomg to bave to change that can be taken to make the
with them.
comhlg ·years smoother for unio;J "The college is becoming more administration interaction. "I think
· selective for students," he said, it's "in the best interest of the in"and new faculty will be expected to stifution if both parties gettheir acts
be highly ·qualified .." However, he together. _ No group can afford to
!believes the present ·faculty will have make demands that would harm the
tto adjust, also.
.
institution.
I think we've been
"I think the bulk of the faculty levelheaded so t'ar, and entering the
came here around '69 to '71, and 80's we are going to have to be:· If
d t d t
tud t bod th t
.a ape 0 as en
Y a was both sides can do this, Jakobiak
·d1·t·£erent.
Students are. better•
thinks the school will avoid · the
.prepared now, and expect more. If possibility of strikes, and insure the
·the faculty tries to go to sleep, t.hey
survival of the RWC.
.will find they are in trouble with_the

Edwin Wilde, Dean of the College
"I -think the school will continue to
improve academically," Wilde said,
William O'Connell, Director of
looking at the coming decade. "It's
. Student Services
Student life, said Director of · going to be a struggle, but it will
continue. If it ever stops improving Student
Services
William
jt will be in jeopardy."
O'Connell, can be broken down ipto
The &J 's, predicts Wilde, will -be a
seven areas--all of which will undecade of increasing competition for
dergo major changes over the -new
a shrinking high school population
decade.
·
to recruit from .. To stay afloat,
Career Educatlon--"We are going RWC must · begin tailoring its
to have to make serious investments programs to a new type of student,
_ in the area of Career Education," with new types of academic needs.
O'Connell said, because in the 80's,
Amon11: these new programs, Wilde
students will go to the college that sees applied math and computer

Student Life

Now 'is the timeTo coilsid-er The two year option
.If you 're thinking of leaving college this semester .
you may want to consider the benefits of the .
Army's 2 year enlistment option.
A Ctiance To Learn . Joining for two. years offers you a limited
choic;e of Army.specialties. But, there are still many challenging choices available that will test your skill, strength and
stamina . Plus . you may be eligible for assignment in Europe .
· You'll learn discipline , responsibility and leadership . Qualities
that can make you a better persori.
A Chance To Save: Starting pay is now up to $448 .80 a
month (before deductions) . Plus . the Veteran 's Educational
Assistance Progream (VEAP. for short) will help you accumulate as much as $7 400 to con tinue college at a later date . (Ask
your Army recru iter for :details )
A Chance To Serve. Our country has alway s counted on the
soldier . It s till does . And you'll be a prouder person for ha ~i n g
served your 2 years in the Army . You 'll gain experience .
maturity and a -clearer idea of what you want.
For more informati on . see your local Army representative .
• Look in' the yellow pages under " Reeruiting ." Or call our toll
free number:

f-800-431-1234
Join the·people

w~o 've

joine.d,__the· Army

Progressive revelation
L.avvs of ~ new age relating
·to pertirent issues.
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Franklin: _30 years and still Smiling
By Jane Scott
Barbara Franklin has traveled witlf
Roger Williams College through 30
years of ups. downs, beginnings and
several near endings.
During that time she has learned to
satisty the widely varying needs of
four · presidents. survived the
rebel Iious Vietnam era.and changed
her philosophf time and again to.
meet the changing goals of the
'
college.
But even with such a history
behind her -- and unknown changes
still to come -- one"t:an still enter the
administration building and mount
those silently padded golden stairs
to encounter a woman who says she
tries always to remember, "to be
gracious and take time out for
people and their needs.".
"Thirty years is a long time,"
Franklin said, "bttt the college is'
still my favorite topic." Franklin
was originally hired as the secretary
to the president of the college, and
has remained in that ca!Jacity
throughout her tenure at RWC.
"I have seen a lot in my time her.e ,"
Franklin said. "In -the early years
there were times when we thought
the school wouldn't go. On days like
that my stomach would drop, and I
used to get nervous."
.
In 'those days' the college was
. affiliated with the Providence
YMCA, was ·not accredited, and
awarded only associate degrees.
"But as the school began to grow,
they didn't know what to do with
it," Franklin explai'ned .
"We
needed to get away from the YMCA
to have our own ide11tity. That's
when we incorporated -- in I 956 -and when the school first was called

Roger's
Ev~ry

Roger Williams College."
In that time the school has seen
many changes. The YMCA was left
behind , the Providence campus
moved and the Bristol campus came
into being.
But the biggest intwence on the
college -- more than relocations or
physical changes -- has always been
· the people who have !:>n1shed
through-the doors of RWC.
"Each generation of students is a
little difterent from the one before,"
Franklin said . "The kids of today
are much different from those of the
70's. And people. from other institutions have noticed this also, and
agree."
"There were factors back then that
made the students the way they
were," she said. "But today there is
no Vietnam. There is no Kent
State."
"I have noticed." .Franklin said,
"that today's students are muchfreer. much m.ore open."
Many of the students of the
· previqus _decades however were
anytii'tng but 'free and open' as ·
Barbara · Franklin saw them from
day-to-day in her office. •
"We had so tnuch conflict then
that it's good to be without it for a
while," Franklin .commented. "But
it is also good to have a cause -- · a
positive one -- to get behind."
One of Franklin's own great causes
has been that of adapting herself to
each of the difterent presidents she
has worked for .
" ' Each of the presidents has been ·
difterent." Franklin said. "Ever.y
one . or them has contributed their
own thing to the school."
For instance, "President Chancy
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was a great one for attention to
detail.
·But following him was
President Gauvey who was _anything
but a stickler for detail. "
"In such a situation," Franklin
said, "it's you who must change and
g\!ar yourself to that person.
Sometimes that means turning your
It is
whole philosophy around.
difficult, but you manage, because
it's part of the job."
Franklin said, "I am constantly
finding that things I thought were
important yesterday are no. longer
important because I'm working for
another person now."

CHANGING WI.TH THE PRESIDENTS--Barbara FrankUn,
secretary to the President of RWC for 30 ye~s and standing, found
her greatest challenge that of changing her personaUty to meet the
.needs of four different Presidents.
·

Electronic machines provide more
than munchies .~and fun diversions
Continued from Pagel
"The vending company is , very
cooperative when it comes . to
something they think the students
will enjoy," said DiSarrO: ."All the
electronic games i~ the game room
are of the newest variety. I go to
various places and see what is
popular. Then I ask the vending
company to supply the ones that
seem to give the best challenge."
According to the vendi'ng company, they are currently supplying
RWC with about $22,500 wo1ih of
electronic games. DiSarro said the
money made by the machines gpes
partially into a commission for
RWC, and the rest to the company
itself.
.. It is not a clear profit in either
case," DiSarro said . "The/school
has to pay for electricity to ·run the.
machines. keeping the m"achines
clean, and staffing the game room."
The company itself must pay for
· reloading and maintenance of the
machines. "Also," DiSarro said,
"the company's money goes to any
loss that occurs, such as in the juice
machines.
Even though the
machines are servicer! three times a
week, there is still a lot of spoilage. "'This is why the juice cost is so
high," he said.
According to DiSarro, students can
come to him and suggest types of
candy and soda that might be offored in machines.
"If a student wants a certain kind
of candy in the machines he just has
to come to me and I will talk to the·
vending company about putting it
in . Generally, if it sells, it stays.
"Of course, in the summer all the
chocolate candy has to go because it
melts, " said DiSano.
DiSarro also indicated the school
may get Coke back, but it will cost
the san1e as 7up and Dr. Pepper. He
explained the machines cunently
have Shasta soda because of the now
defunct recycling program. Shasta
was the only soda available in
aluminum cans.
" Between the vending machines,
Roger's Corner and the snack bar, I 'feel th~ students are able to get what
they want 18 hours-a day;" he said.
There is no contract between RWC
"If Lynch
and Lynch vending.
continues to provide the college with
good service they will continue to

Draft_
continued from page 1
examinations.
Government officials were very
clear on the penalty for failure to
register. Such an act would entail
five years in jail or a $ I0,000 fine- or
both.
•
However, the administration was
not as clear on the meails they plan
to use to·enforce the requirements of
registration once the program
begins. _

·have RWC as an account." says
not looking for a higher rnmDiSarro "every year there are bids . mission, we are looking for the !Jest
from other companies but we are service to the students.

Feb.14th V~ Night in the
8:36-12.-00 · RAT With Oilfin' Gird
Bring t!te person you like ~
Feb. 15th & 17th

Time: 7& 9PM
Place: LH 129
·Price: soe
20cll CENTURY-FOX l'RESENIS

BUTCH CASSIDY AND
THE SUNDANCE ~ID
~...:=--=-

. - - - - - - - - - - - '·...::;- .

- -

i..'.

IDTCll
SDIDAICI

Feb. 21St & 24th _
, - Movie!

m•

Tmie:7&9PM
Place: LH 129
Price: 5(1

Feb. 22
Comedian A. Whitney
Brown in the Oife. 9PM -1 AM
with Sammy BroWll & Fred
Beer and Wine served RWC ID
required remember! Adm. ·$ ·1
Feb. nnt Wear your golden oldies
and come and rock with the band
of the 50's,
the SHITIONS
in the clfe
9:00-1:00
Beer, and Wine Served
RWC ID required remember
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Entertainment~---Rockabilly band proves
to be step backwards

By Bart Bauer
roots are deep in the past of country
Announcing themselves as the music.
,
band from "the days of yesteryear The band's first set contained L
.when you could waste gasoline" the rousing version of !'Great Balls df
Memphis Rockabilly band proved to Fire," as its highlight; as well as the
those who saw them Saturday night beginning of a collection of songs
tha.t it wasn' t__worth the trip.
that' s topic was "Are there ,ears
The British rock . group Queen after death?" A better question
r.ecently ren!!Wed the interest in might have been: is_the Ufe after this .
Rockabilly music, with the single "A band ? ·
Crazy • Uttle Thing Called Love", Songs from the repertoire of the
which.is still rocketing,up the cherts, 1 "unforgettable" Joe Clay were
but the Memphis Rockabilly Band performed several times.
will never follow that path of sue- The band played, with ·obvious
cess.
·
delight, these all time "classics" of
1
l'he version of Rockabilly musie rockabilly that Joe Clay had so
performed by the band featured graciously bestowed on the waiting
NICE TRY, But--the Memphbi Rockabllly Band didn't do much right at their concert In the cafeteria last weekend.
songs by Hank Williams and Jerry world . .
Lee Louis, as well as songs whose The only thing the band forgot to
;~~'~"~~~>G~~~~~
10C~0',;::)G7,~~"
include in th\!ir tribute to this great
, ~ ~ (?fiC ~ 0X C!,.X (?/)( Cf)c I
C1X elX\
.
composer was a brief explanation
of exactly who Joe Clay is?
The band's performance left a
great many things to be desired .
Most songs were hardly recognized,
·except for their refrains--which at
best were barely distinguishable.
Announcing a song that was
"covered by the Beatles", they
The evening of Feb. 8 will not many contemporary questions.
.
, , 7
'
.
_
started into a tune that sounded as
easily be tucked away in the back of
Perry turns out lines about her ·
DIAltDAVID(NllCl~t1ovevuv.._Gt;ADft
famila r as the flip side
"th
"t
"I'll
b
llTA• MIC. .LE: Happy Valentines Day!
the Coffeehouse audience's minds.
pregnancy w1
sun y.
e TRIP: 1 hope you have a . Happy Valenv.
"of a Bay City Rollers single.
Lanford Wilson's "Home Free" left turning
them
out - like
tine ' s Day · AN ADMmR.
· TO THI MISSING UNK: If found , please
The \lighlight of the visual perits sp~ctators deep in reverie.
Volkswagens, and other such lines
K.H.: Be my Valentine . 1 lik.e your
return to the Bronx .Zoo . ·SIGNED: UNIT
formance was the lead guitarist, who.
views . 1· hope you don 't mind, last
TWO
over-compensated . for his three,
Joanne (Rachel Perry) and fall_ from Perry's lips naturally and
personal ' was meant as 0 complement .
TO sECOND FLOOR SOtlTH:
Happy
Lawrence (Sean Curran) live in · a believably.
IESPKTFlAl.YYOURS: " ' ·
Valentine's Day . LOVE, FROM YOUR
~tiff, non-descript comrades with
curious arrangement.
She's
Curran was fascinating as
SUZETTA: Happy Valentine"sDay . FROM .
HONORARYMEMBER. XOXOJOICIG
leaps and bounds that got boring
THIGl&RIC. . . . . . . ARTTHANYOU.
G.S.: Happy Valentines Day . With all
and repetitious after the third song.
Pregnant and he writes books, Lawrence. Hissterlingperformance
MARTY: Have a Happy ! SIGNED: THE
my love
.
.
f
Rockabilly music is in its purest
only . .. it's not quite that simple.
amazed t he au d tence mto a state o
· TOWER OF POWER'S8EST UNIT.
MIKEY'S FD NICE'Sc Have 0 wonderful
Joanne and Lawrence are young awe and speechlessness at the end of
ROSE: I still love you! IDVE, M>N
valentine 's Day . POOH ' S HOUSE.
sense a main root of today's Rock
teenagers, but the catch is that they the performance.
•
TO MARY-LOU: I lave you. DAVE.
STAFF: Happy Valentine's Da.y. YOUR
and Roll . According to its reception
are brother and sisfer.
Jeff Gage deserves congratulations. , u:r: The ph~ne number • you got 1051•
lllG llOSS.
at
RWC, however, popular music
.
.
.
.
week i n dinner makes your ValenICIM: We love you! YOUR ·OID.UNIJMATES.
continues to rock on rather than roll
Mentally unbalanced, these two on dtrecttng th.ts fine ptece of w~~k-, ~ _ t ine ' s Day happ ier . AD~lllER.
GRS IN\INIT n: Happy V alent i ne's-Day .
sui·Vlve by the slimmest means. All Gage was obviously truly st:nstttve,
AMY: Happy Valentines. I love your
· SIGNED: ,._BIG.
back the page~ of history.
they have are each other· and their for this one-act was stunning in its
hearts . YOU KNOW WHO.
TO LITTLE VICKIE: Your Valentine' s Day .
:··
:.:.····: .................·····················:
imaginary friends.
effect
TO MY SPECIAL-IC: Happy Va l entine 's ·
LOVES.A.S.
-

Coffeehouse

Corner_~

Personal
u,~~~~~ng H.~~: ~~h::. ~~~ ~~~n~~n~s
..

.

Afraid of the outside world, _Joanne
and Lawrence make-believe that
their "royal" birth will present a
deformed baby (hopefully at least
"without a ·voice box") and other
seemingly bizarre activities. The

. •

.

.

,.,. . ·

.

Thts Frtday mght tn the Cof- •
feehouse will be "At a Beetle's
Pace" by Louis B.- Catron, Cindy
Rose and Paul Farewell:
The
production will be directed by Dawn
Bates.

Smorgasbord of one-acts

Day .
FROM YOUR SUGAR.
TO UNl1' T..U: Your Valentine's Day
Happy Valentine's from the RACK HOU:
would be filled With roses if you all
Those who enter never leave the
came to Earth . just a little. llOOKllS
same .
OF UNIT TWO.
TO MY UTILE SHA811Y SHOOllE VALENTI,.
TODD: For Valentine's Day. I'll give you
IN UNIT t: Who much do you love?
one good .f i sh? GUESSWHOT
Hope it"s me! IDVE A LADY.
GUTTER.MOUTH: I'd love 10 have 0 due~
LORI: Happy Valentine . We hate o see
like ya for Valentine ' s Day .
you leave . SADDENED: T. . LOSERS.
K. AND N.
TO ELLIOT: You're always in our hearts.
HlY SUNLAMP: We see some of yourface
YOUR . .iGHBORS.
seems to have rubbed off on- a blue
F: Want to· swap ice cubes? Happy
renegade!
·
Valentine's Doy! N. , •
~ SEXY DANCER: I' m glad you 're back.
DEAR llClllllY: We m i ss the taxi service .
Mayb; we will finally get together for
Happy Valentine"s Day! LOVE, YOUR
Valent i ne' s Day. P.S . I'll cook . YOUR
FAVORITE PASSENGER.
DISTANJLOVER
'
TO THE SEXIEST GUY ON THE THIRD: Your
SCOOTER: Hugs and kisses. LOVE: THE
body looks great., YOUR TWO UTTLE
W.E.

By Carolan Whittle
didn't the director follow the stage
- ___.. On the nights of Feb. 1 and 2, the directions?
Coffeehouse . Theatre audience was
There were several obvious
treated to a smorgasbord of one-acts. technical errors made by the
"Constantinople Smith", by director. such_ as retaining lines that
WAUY: HappyV.Day. WV:J.
Charles L. Mee, Jr. (directed by Paul referred to crystal glasses when a
Farwell) prompted the audience to paper cup was on stage, or un·es that to a lovely l.M .B. from a lovlier l.M .B.
ask the .ild question, "To be 9r ·not referred to ~ flat chest when, an
QPR .0.
to be?'"
extremely · vo .luptuous chest was on TO THE I.OvaY LADIES ON. T.. FlfYH
FLOOR: .Happy Valent i ne's Day .
Bob Anderson, as Constantinople stage. These errors need not have
SIG. . D: THI LOSER$.
appeared, and could have been MIDDLE PERSON: Happy Valentine. THE
Smith. worked hard for deserved
LOSER.
.
laughs.
Charming Rosemary
easily corrected.
The last one-act, directed by KAREN: Thanx for being here . KATHY.
Deschamps, the.model dream·angel ,
Margen1e Grandgeorge,
"Quiet DAVE IN U. SIX: . Hapy Valentine's Day .
Christina, delivered lines such as,
LUY: ME U. THREE
,
Please" by Howard Buermal), was , SIJNKO: HappyValentl1W'a Day. LUY: L.J.
' Tm innocent, but not a virgin,"
with ·certain clarity.
Frederick - the most successful. Robert Crmyell DENNIS: Happy V . Day. We can stare
back too you know .
and Dennis Perrault gave perDiCapua played the absurd role of
Reality. ·
formances that won't be easily AMY: Happy Valentine' s Day . WV:
JOEY.
forgotten.
In
Israel Horowitz's "Stage
•o-_.. make a..ttar Vai..tt..... So let's
Rounding ciut the cast were Cindy
Directions", _Mary Ann Taylor,
boogie unt11- IK*e.
Rose. (as the Switzerland in their
Eileen Murphy and Brian Reynolds
JOtW: I know you're two feet tall!'r , but
lives) and Frederick DiCaupua (as a
created a stunning ensemble in a
we were meant .for each ot her .
Reverend uncannily resembling Lou
difficult show reminescent of Woody
. .IL YOUNG: I wake up every morning
with love in mind . Happy Valentine '_s
Costello), Thom Miller, Mark
Allen's "Interiors".
Day . M.L
Lauzon and M. Beth Shimmon as
Some exceptional lighting apM.D;: A good girl who does . . . LOVE,
The_Sunnyville Church Society.
peared in this show, but the show
FROM THOSE WHO KNOW YOU BEST.
left one question unanswered: why
TRICIA: I love you. BURNED.

VALENJ..ES.
·
SEDUCE ME. Happy Valentine' s Day .

LOVE : ONE OF THE MANY .
R.A . IN UNIT TWE'LVE:
i ' m waiting .
Happy Valen.tine's Day . YOUR SECRET
ADMIRER .
CINDY Of.UNiT. SIX : You don ' t know me ,
but I would .like to ask you to be my
Valentine . I love you , but am too shy
to tell you personally . If you agree,
please ·give me some sign . T. . LOVE
YOU'VE •EN LOOKING FOR: THE LONG
ISLAND.BOY .
TO MY LADY ; May you be my Valentine
Now , and for many more Valentine
Days to come . I love you alw·ays . R
INN) N
MATI: Happy Valentine"s Day . To a
person who rem i nds me of sunshine
and da i ses.
TO AN ALABAMA BOY: Happy Valen tine ' s Day . LO.VE: A"RED" . . ART.
DON: My fish may forever swim alone ·
the way yo1/r e _going . ·

SIGNED: A LONELY SEA MAMMAL.
Happy Valentine's Day . LOVE:
S.A.S.
SPECIALK: Happy Volentine ' • Day to my
favorite cereal.

ICIM:

1'ROMY~SUGAR.

Kazoo for kids
By Carolan Whittle
For director Betsy Argo and her
cast, a wish has come true; they have.
a successful show on their-hands.
" King of Kazoo", by Robert
Newton Peck , a children·s play
presented by Ms. Argo's Children's
Theatre Workshop, has entertained
approximatel y 12,000 young
·students on tour and netted a nice
sum for the_ Theatre Department.
They . also
encnanted
a
predominantly
adult
audience
Sunday afternoon in the Coffeehouse.
Have you .ever .wanted to be a

drummer . in a big, brass band , a ·
King or a Queen ? "King of Kazoo"
has a character of every child's.(and
adult's) fantasy.
The fine and funny performers
(Rosemary Deschamps, Maureen
Collura, Helen - Blackwell, Cynthia
Rose, Judy Cohen, Dennis Perrault,
Bob Crowell, Mark Selz and
Frederick Dicapua) more than
learned a . lesson and taught the
audience that ther~ is more to life
than _purple ccws and Peppermint
Palaces -- for instance, happiness,
kindness; consideration and
sharing.

Mini
·pr-·eviews

i'. •.. ,. ... · By Bart Bauer

-Callin' Card
Callin' Card, a band comprised of
RWC students, will be performing
in the Rat. tonight.
One of the ·band members, Roman
Borysiuk, put on a mediocre show in
the Rat earlier this semester, and
though you can't judge a band by
one member, this may be an event to
avoid .

Butch and
,.
Sundance Movies
The movie, Butch Cassidy and
Sundan ce Kid, followed by Butch
and Sundance, The Early Days, will
be shown this weekend and next.
The story, about two outlaws and
their humorous exploits in the early
west is always good for a laugh.
Don't forget that candy ;md other
munchies are available at the movie.

Sammy Brown
and Fred
Comedian A. Whitney Brown
teams up with Sammy Brown and
Fred Friday night, Feb. 22 , in the
cafe. These old favorites, combined
· with fresh new t31ent, should prove
to be a performance you won't want
to miss.

The Sbittons
On Saturday night , Feb. 23 , a SO's
band called the Shittons will perform in the cafe. Although no
promotional
information
is
available yet, their picture shows the
band on motor cycles, looking tough
enough to kill for an audience.
M a y b e it would be a good idea to be
·. . there. Why take chances?

\
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___sports_
· ________________
Men's basketball slumps:
drops four straight games

In this corner••••
---_by Roger Carroll

/

-

It is very likely that the most renowned person yet to attend Roger
blocking from two incredible way, the Hawks lost a frustrating 67Williams College only went to the school- for a single semester. Jerrv. 1-.......
leapers, .6'5" Greg Trotman and
61 decision.
Remy, second baseman for baseball's Boston Red Sox, attended the
6'9"· Joe Delaney proved to be too . The game seesawed back and forth RWC-Providence campus in the fall of 1970 as a Business
much for the Hawks.
in the first 20 minutes as neither
Administration major.
Trotman and Larry Leach paced team could lead by -more than four
"I went to Roger Williams while I was waiting to be picked in the
the .Rayens with 19 points each.
points at any time.
January (f971) free agent draft," said Remy in a telephone interview.
Delaney added 14 while Jeff
RWC, however, began to use a four '
'He speclitated, "Pm sure I would have stayed at Roger Williavis and
Stevenson and Pat Dean had 13 and corners offense which let the
gotten my degree if I had not been drafted." At the-time h,e had
11. The win gave Franklin Pierce a warriors right back into the game.
aspirations of becoming an accountant.
20-1 record.
Some key steals by Elmer Stanley
But the call did come, and it was the California Angels who selected
RWC was paced by Korn and Tom and big hoops from Larry
the -fleet-footed Remy. He wasted 1.ittle time in climbing the
Beaucage with 18 each. Tony Gibbs Tomassetti and Ernie Madden
-organizational ladder. In "1973, he won Most Valuable Player laurels
also had a strong game while coupled with some poor foul
in the Midwest League. And just four years after Remy entered the
contributing 16.
shooting from the Hawks gave the
Angels' system, he had won a job with the parent club as its second
On Feb. 8, RWC played · visitors a tough victory.
baseman.
·
·
Barrington College at _ the St.
Beaucage led all Hawk scorers
He kept this job for-quite some time, as he played in over 140 games
Andrews' Gym. Leading most of the
with 16 points. Korn, meanwhile,
in each of his three seasons with the Angels. In 1976, he was voted the
.added 10.
"Owner's Trophy'!- by his teammates, signifying him as the Most
The Hawks traveled · up to
Valuable Player on the California team.
Bridgewater, Massachusetts on Feb.
Then, after a 1977 ·season i~ which he was third in the league in
stolen bases with 41, came "the trade."
_
·· .
6 to tangle with the- Bridgewater
The California Angels dealt Remy to the Boston Red Sox. Rem)'. _in a
State' Bears. RWC lost by an 8f-60
sense, was coming home, since he admits to having been a Rea Sox
count.
fan as· a youth. in Fall River, Mass. Since the trade, his speed on the
The first half saw Bridgewater St.
bases and courageous defensive play have made him a favorite among
commit-loads of personal fouls and
Fenway Park followers.
the Ifawks a lot of careless turIn 1979, Remy was also beginning to sparkle with his bat until a
novers. At halftime, the Bears
·
midseason knee injury sidelined him.
.proceeded to take a sloppy 43-36
At the time of the frustr~ting mishap his batting average was above .
lead.
the .300 mark. One brief comeback attempt later, and Jerry Remy
Bridgewater St. was still in a trance
was out for the remainder of the 1979 season. But he has been
as the second half began. With
working to get that knee into shape for the 1980 season.
seven minutes remaining in the
game, (Jreg DeVerna took a
Though he has received his share of exposure since playing in the
1b_
eautiful pass from Tom Beaucage
limelight of the big leagues, the fact that Remy attended RWC has
and converted · it for a layup to
long been ripe for 'picking by local trivia buffs. Asked.if, had he not
deadlockthe score at 53-53.
been drafted into pro baseball, he. would have played for the RWC
baseball squad, Remy earnestly replied, "I'm sure I would have--if I
Beaucage had a strong 24 point
were good enough to make the club."
game for the Hawks. John Horgan
also contributea 10 points.
RWC played host to Curry College
on Feb. 4 and came away with an _
87-71 loss.
Curry took a 49-36 lead at halfPho;~ ~;iiich Joseph time, due mainly to outside shooting
- IT's A BIRD: -No, its Leonard Washington, fighting for a loose ball in
ofSteve Grant and Scott McClure
' the Hawks recent loss to Franklin Pierce College.
who-added 14 points each.
__By Jeffrey Tucker
game of making the playoffs last .
From here on in, RWC could come · On Monday, Feb. 11, the base- year with a record of 12 wins and 10
'
no closer than 10 points the rest' of ball Hawks had the first practice of . loses:
the way as· Curry was displaying the new season, but Coach Tom · Coach Asmermely said the
some ·fine dribbling, passing and
Asmefinely is already hopeful about strengths of this year's team are
shooting.
"team speed, defensive ability and
the upcoming season.
Tom Beaucage once again play(!d
Coach Asmermely's main goal this the pitching staff." · The only
well while scoring 25-points. Chuck year will be for the baseball Hawks weakness this year, he said, is their
Sears, John Ho.rgan and John Kc.. n to gain a spot in the regional hitting power.
By Jeffrey Tucker
stopped the drive and finished out added 12,1 \and 10 respectively.
According to Asmermely, . this
playoffs. The coach sa_id this is not
The RWC Hockey Hawks have tqe period . .
impossible after coming within one ~ear's schedule-is particularly tough .
won two out of their last four games, · In the third period, Chip Bruce
"There ·are many doubleheaders
notching .up their second "game in a scored a quick goal assisted by Bob
and this should put a strain on the
row last ·Tuesday night by beating Whiffen. Then N.E.U., tried to
pitehing staff," he said . However, he
Clark College · 5-2. The- Hawks make a comeback by putting one
did say he can· meet and overcome
. record is now 4-10.
past RWC goalie Rich Luck .
this challenge.
With half of t}\e period gone, coach
Lari·y Ellis scored two goals and
Danny Murphy, Paul King _
Soares pul.led Luck and sent veteran
trademarks. Guards Dee Dee
By Jeffrey Tucker
Ligouri and Margret Murphy called · Other returning pitchers are
and .
Dave . Keith . added one - goalie Drew Murphy back in to
The women's basketball · team
goal apiece to pace the Hawks to finish on an empty net with five totally 'outc(assed another opponent out the ·plays to set up the Hawks Charlie Dobbins and Steve Koertii~,
seconds left in the ·game to·bring the Monday night, demolishing the blistering scoring attack, which gave who Asmermdy said will ro.und ott
their fourth ·win of the season.
Hawk's tally up to five.
Freshman Richard Luck played
Coast Guard Academy 81-48 to the Hawk~ a 43 to 20 lead by half the "strongest pitching staff' he has
seen in his ' years of coaching at
On Tuesday, Feb. 5 Iona came to .extend their_current winning streak time.
excellent in the goal, stopping 42
snots on net. ·
Rhode Island to play the RWC to four games.
The Hawks only substitute, RWC.
·
Coach Asmermely has high
The four victories over the past two Donna Keshura, played an ex, On Sunday Feb. 10 the over- Hawks. Iona took a quick three
aspirations in Junior Captai.n Bill
goal
lead,
which
was
enough
to
cellent
defensive
game,
and
was
weeks
boosted
the
women
Hawks
confid ~mt New England University
instrumental in setting up_the first LeBlanc. The coach said. " Bill is a
record to 11-4.
'
hoclfey team Jraveled south to secure the victory.
two-year sta1ier and will provide this
The Hawks did manage to score
The . Hawks dominated both the . ·half scoring surge.
Portsmouth Abby dnk to play the
year's team with his co_hesiveness,
twice.
One
was
a
goal
by
Alan
RWC
scoring
in
the
game
went
as
offensive
and
defensive
boards
in
RWC Hawks. ' The Hockey Hawks
versitility, in the field, and a strong
went out in determined spirits, Rotatori, assisted f>y Larry Ellis and handing the GGA their 33 point follows: Pat Carberry 30 points;
bat at the plate.''
Tom
Reilly.
Next
Chip
Bruce
HrirloP.t
Flanagin
22
points;
loss.
Pat
Carberry,
Bridgef
looking for their third win, and beat
Asmermely is also looking for a
scored, assisted by Larry Ellis and Flanagan, and Jan
Parker Jan Parker 11 points ; Margret
New England university 5-2.
strong
seasoH from Bob Colla.mor~.
Ecf
O'Brien.
•
Murphy
.
seven
points;
Dee
Dee
combined
for
39
rebound!!.
The Hockey Hawks drew first
But these attempts were to no avail
' The team also displayed the e/(.- Liqouri six points; and Donn~ who hopefully will hit well a_gam th~s
blood on a quick goal by Tom Koch
year--perhaps even ~ettering his
Keshura five points.
with assists from Chip Bruce and as the Hawks could not stop the traordinary team.work and precision
incredible .444 average of last year.
The Hawks lopsided victory is even
play that are becoming team·
Scott Bush four minutes and ten Iona onslaught, losing the game 6-2.
"Bob has an excellent glove and
~
more
impressive
because
they
had
seconds into the first period . N.E.U. ir================================J
should anchor the first base
only six women ready to play. Three
came back to score with eight ..
1
position." Asmerm~ly said. .
.
other
team
members
were
out
sick.
minutes left in the period. The goal
Also, the coach is hopmg Jim
On February 8 the Hawks played
was a power play, because of a
Bezner will perform his Lou Brock
Barrington at St. Andrews Gym ,
tripping penalty to. captain Bob
base stealing magic again Bezner
winning the game by .a 12 point
Whiffen.
has a steady glove and is counted on
margin , 50-38.
In the second period the Hawks
to hit well this season.
Scoring for the Hawks were Pat
came out shooting. Six minutes into
Carberry
13
points;
Bridget
the period Ed O'Brien sent a
. . YOUR COMPLETE
Flanag,an
12
points; - Jan
Sen.ior Captain John Dressing will
slapshot from the right point,
CAMERA SPECIALTY SHOP .
Parker
10
points;
Terry
Wood seven be leading this year's team at either
assisted by Roger Andrey and Alan
CAMERAS-FILM PROCESSING .
points; Dee Dee Ligouri seven - first base or in the outfield.
Rotatori.
Mike Weslake then
DARKROOM
SUPPLIES-TifIPODS
· points; and Margret Murphy with' Dressing also may be used as a
scored, assisted by Paul King and
STROBES-ACCESSORIES
one point.
designated hitter.
Danny Murphy.
On Feb. 4 Lise Trottier, Pat
Asfuem1ely sums· up his feeling
Wi'th I: 12 left in the period the
PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHY
Carberry, and Bridget Flanagan about the coming season by saying,
referees granted N.E. U. a penalty
PASSPORTS • VISAS • CITIZENSHIPS ·
combined for 54 points to lead the ' ,_..We_ are · approaching the season
shot. The Hawks coach Alan Soares
INTERNATIONAL DRIVERS LICENSES
women Hawks past Curry College, with a positive outlook."
pulled goalie Rick Luck and put in
GUN PERMITS • JO CARDS
Drew· Murphy, who successfully .11,..-=,.;,.;,============================::11 68-25.

By Bernie Cunniff
The Hawks have fallen oh hard
times this year as they recently lost
four in a row to make their seasonal ·
mark4-15.
Franklin Pierce exploded for 61
s.econd half points and easily rodt to
a 98-67 decision over RWC on Feb.
11 at St. Andrews in Barrington.
· The first half was action-packed
and some tough RWC defense and a ·
strong 16 point effort from John
Korn held the talented Ravens to
only .a 37-34 lead.
The second half ·was a different
story as some strong · pressure
defense by FPC and impressive shot

Baseball coach looks
·forward to to~gh year

Hockey team -notches
up tw·o thrilling wins

Women Hawks extend win
streak to four straight games
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